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  1. Paragraph 15.62 
 

The third sentence should read 

The net decrease of $27,800 in non-post resources is mainly due to reductions 
related to communications costs, contractual services, usage of paper and supplies 
and acquisition of new furniture in line with the Secretary-General’s report on the 
budget outline as reflected in table 15.7 of the present report, partially offset by the 
increase in the rates of common services provided to the organization by the United 
Nations Office at Nairobi and travel of staff to provide advisory services to 
government authorities. 
 

  2. Paragraph 15.67 
 

The third sentence should read 

The net decrease of $24,200 mainly relates to reduced requirements under non-post 
resources for communications costs, contractual services, usage of paper and 
supplies and acquisition of new furniture in line with the Secretary-General’s report 
on the budget outline as reflected in table 15.7 of the present report, partially offset 
by the increase in the rates of common services provided to the organization by the 
United Nations Office at Nairobi and travel of staff to provide advisory services to 
government authorities. 
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  3. Paragraph 15.72 
 

The fourth sentence should read 

In addition, the net decrease of $5,000 under non-post resources is mainly due to 
reduced requirements for communications costs, contractual services, usage of paper 
and supplies and acquisition of new furniture in line with the Secretary-General’s 
report on the budget outline as reflected in table 15.7 of the present report, partially 
offset by increases in the rates of common services provided to the organization by 
the United Nations Office at Nairobi and travel of staff to provide advisory services 
to government authorities. 
 

  4. Paragraph 15.77 
 

The third sentence should read 

The net decrease is mainly due to the reduced requirements for communications 
costs and contractual services, usage of paper and supplies and acquisition of new 
furniture in line with the Secretary-General’s report on the budget outline as 
reflected in table 15.7, partially offset by increases in the rates of common services 
provided to the organization by the United Nations Office at Nairobi and travel of 
staff to provide advisory services to government authorities. 
 

  5. Paragraph 15.82 
 

The third sentence should read 

The net decrease is mainly due to reductions in requirements for communications 
costs and contractual services, usage of paper and supplies and acquisition of new 
furniture in line with the Secretary-General’s report on the budget outline as 
reflected in table 15.7, partially offset by increases in the rates of common services 
provided to the organization by the United Nations Office at Nairobi and travel of 
staff to provide advisory services to government authorities. 
 

  6. Paragraph 15.87 
 

The third sentence should read 

The net decrease is mainly due to reduction in requirements for communications 
costs and contractual services, usage of paper and supplies and acquisition of new 
furniture in line with the Secretary-General’s report on the budget outline as 
reflected in table 15.7, partially offset by increases in the rates of common services 
provided to the organization by the United Nations Office at Nairobi and travel of 
staff to provide advisory services to government authorities. 

 


